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Freedom Is the Result of Consecrated Effort 
and an Immortal Sense of Destiny  

Part 2 

 And now I say to you, do you realize, precious ones, 
that when you were born as an infant, you yourselves 
were given a tremendous impetus of God-power as the 
threefold flame within your heart?   

When your form was tinier than it is now and did not 
exhibit its present grossness,* the flame within you was 
bigger, by comparison, than it is in some of you at this 
hour. For there was no weight of accumulated karma of 
this embodiment to enclose the flame round about. And 
so in many, the flame has actually shrunk in size. I do not 
refer here only to those in this audience, but I am 
referring to mankind universally. For I find that many of 
you here have expanded your flames until today your 
flames are much larger, by comparison, to the physical 
forms [you possessed as infants]. Therefore, I today 
would commend you for that.          
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Freedom Is the Result of Consecrated Effort . . .

it was at your birth and nativity. I feel certain that you will wish
to see it expand still further, until the density patterns of your
existence are themselves no longer an impediment to the free
flow of life.

For actually, what takes place [when the threefold flame
is not sufficiently expanded], blessed ones, is that there is the
stoppage of the release of this immortal substance and its
flow through your worlds. This is what causes the aging con-
dition and the calcination of the physical form.

For when the actual fire of God comes into your form
through the fresh oxygen that enters the lungs—when the
bellows thereof fan the flame of life within the heart and the
blood carries the wondrous power and radiance of the fresh
oxygen as the fire of God to every part of the body temple—
it is intended to renew the cells, one and all, throughout the
entire body. It is intended to actually cause the light within
each cell to penetrate through that cell with the very substance
of immortality that would transform you and change you, as
in the twinkling of an eye, into the ascended state.1

Thus from the beginning, when a tiny body comes forth
as a baby, the ascension process is intended to start. And
therefore there is a tremendous resistance to disease in the
infant child, which is imparted through the very life flow of
the essences from the mother herself when the child is still
connected via the umbilical cord.

Precious ones, with the severing of that cord, however,
and the individualization of that which was a dual manifes-
tation for a period of gestation, it is necessary that this life,
then, shall be, as it were, on its own. And the individual now
becomes transferred from the umbilical cord of the mother
to the umbilical cord, or the silver cord,2 that connects the
individual with its own Divine Presence; and life flows indi-
vidually, per se, into the individual’s world.
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And now I say to you, do you realize, precious ones, that
when you were born as an infant, you yourselves were given a
tremendous impetus of God-power as the threefold flame
within your heart?

When your form was tinier than it is now and did not
exhibit its present grossness,* the flame within you was bigger,
by comparison, than it is in some of you at this hour. For there
was no weight of accumulated karma of this embodiment to
enclose the flame round about. And so in many, the flame
has actually shrunk in size. I do not refer here only to those
in this audience, but I am referring to mankind universally.
For I find that many of you here have expanded your flames
until today your flames aremuch larger, by comparison, to the
physical forms [you possessed as infants]. Therefore, I today
would commend you for that.

But I am certain that you are not content to bask in this
simple radiation of the threefold flame of life within you,
even though it be twice or three times the size of that which
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to David Lloyd,5 I tell you that the very appearance of age will
actually fall from their countenance at that moment and their
hair will be restored to its own natural, pristine glory. The
radiance and purity of the color that shone forth in the tiny,
fine, gossamer baby hair will manifest again in its full-stranded
glory of ascended master perfection.

For indeed, I tell you, ladies and gentlemen, that the
power of the angels is in your hair. And your hair is actually a
manifestation of the great light radiance which is manifesting
within the brains of the elect. When your hair, blessed ones,
is permitted to grow, it is intended to be an action of expand-
ing light rays. And this is the reason why the apostle Paul, in
the days of the early Church, did accentuate the growing of
long hair in the women and did recommend it unto them,
saying that it was a shame for women to have short hair.6 But
the fashion of this day has changed somewhat, for the power
of hair is not recognized by women.

Awake, I say! And recognize that I, Saint Germain, AM
speaking to you! Do you think this is an ordinary occasion, one
in which you can fall asleep? I tell you, when you fall asleep you
open the door to the sinister force to drive in and to prevent a
continuation of our addresses! We are giving you this address in
order to vivify your life and to make you children of the light and
the dawn! Why will you sleep, then,when you can watch with the
very Presence of God in your life?

[Congregation rises.]

(Won’t you please be seated.)
Ladies and gentlemen, the time of our toleration has

passed! We are determined that those who will be revivified
in this day and age shall manifest [this revivification], and we
are determined to separate the sheep from the goats.7 We tell
you, ladies and gentlemen, we do not want any of you to be
goats! We want all of you to be the sheep of the Lord, and we
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It is intended, however, that a gigantic penetration of this
substance shall occur whereby the silver cord shall be en-
larged upon. Andmore andmore energy shall be drawn forth
so that mankind in this day and age, rather than diminish
their life span to the appointed three score and ten, might
expand it as in the days of old when the giants roamed the
earth.3 [It was in those days that people had] the very first love
of the Holy Spirit manifest in the great size of their physical
silver cord and in the drawing down of a tremendous power
of the radiance of their Presence into their worlds, which gave
them continuity of life far beyond the presently appointed
life span of man.

I remember many years ago, when Ponce de León sought
the fabled fountain of youth outside of himself and went into
Florida in search of that fountain.4 I remember how we tried
to inspire upon him and to tell him many times from inner
levels that the fountain of youth lay within his own power and
grasp, right within his being.

But he continued to search for it outwardly, as many do
through the cosmetician’s art and through the eating of
healthy foods and the taking of various forms of elixirs and
pills, including vitamins and other sources of nutriment, many
of which are good and are of value to individuals. And yet
the very power of life itself lies within the great germinal seed
of God locked within the God flame within their heart.

When men will realize the sacred and secret method of
releasing a penetration of this holy flame within each cell of
their body, they will have regained the lost secret of youth,
and rejuvenation will be possible for many. I tell you, precious
ones, that even if they do not rejuvenate themselves outwardly,
they will have such a tremendous flow of the God flame within
their heart that they will be inwardly rejuvenated.

And when the moment of their ascension comes, as it did
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and the one going west. And these twain would never seem
tomeet unless the soul itself would greet the celestial dawn of
the sun-stream’s radiance within the heart of the morn.

For then, when this great shaft of light comes forth from
God’s own purity, Gabriel shall blow his horn and they who
are in the graves of human ignorance shall awaken to hear
the voice of the Son of God9 uttering forth the similitudes*
that are indeed causes for heavenly gratitude. For these simil-
itudes stem from the very root and flower of heaven’s own
power over the desert self of men, raising them to the beauty
of the New Age and to the dawn of celestial radiance that
shall sweep mankind out of all of their density patterns of
imperfection.

This celestial radiance will give them understanding that
shall raise the dead in consciousness until the dry reeds shall
turn green and the pine trees that have been burned and ren-
dered unfit for habitation by the elementals shall be restored.
And the LORD shall open up the continents of the air,10 and
the green tree and the dry shall both stand in all of the fair-
ness of the coming morning of light. And then the morning
stars shall sing together for joy,11 and the hearts of men shall
be glad and rejoice.

This great union shall spread throughout the world until
the world itself, guarded and sustained by the victory of the
great golden eagle from Venus, shall know the power of love
to change the world and all of mortal destiny until the dust of
mankind’s consciousness is transformed. And it will be trans-
formed by the renewing of the spiritual covenants made with
God into a celestial city upon earth—the vision of John the
Beloved that “the tabernacle of God is with men” and he is
their God and they are his people.12 And the light of the LORD
God shall make this city indeed a place of refuge to all of
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*similitude: a parable, an allegory (mainly in biblical use)

want you all to follow the straight and narrow path.8

Therefore I say to every one of you, personally and indi-
vidually, I do not want you to accept for one minute that you
cannot stay awake and be alert in our dictations! For I tell
you that the opportunity to hear us is one that manymay have
only once in a lifetime prior to their ascension. And there are
some individuals who have only been given one opportunity
to hear an ascended master dictation and have rejoiced ever
thereafter for the release of that holy substance which has
changed their lives.

Others have had countless opportunities to have our words
poured forth in a very torrent of divine love, which often was
not recognized for all of its glory and pristine purity and for
the power which it could bring into their lives if they would
accept it and drink deeply of the draught of immortal life! So
long as individuals do not drink deeply of the draught of immor-
tal life,[hearing our words] is merely a surface experience that can-
not at best do more than cause them to marvel at its expression!

But whenmen! [messenger pounds podium] and women! [messen-
ger pounds podium] and children! [messenger pounds podium] through-
out the world will feel the great life-tide flowing from the
heart of God to give them power over the waning moon
substance of their worlds—the emotional power and the
power that can control the feelings of [misqualified] energy
within their beings—and when they take dominion over the
forces of their mind through the power of the sun-stream of
divine wisdom, then they will realize that God has of old
released his energy to the earth and is releasing it to this day.

And those who are alert will have the power to perceive
it. But to all others it will seem as though a voice had but spo-
ken in the night and the language will seem but as a foreign
tongue—and the message will pass unnoticed. It will be as
though two ships had passed in the night, the one going east
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“The Summit Lighthouse Sheds Its Radiance o’er All theWorld to Manifest as Pearls ofWisdom.”
This previously unpublished dictation by Saint Germain was delivered
by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Mark L. Prophet on
Monday, October 12, 1964, during the Harvest Feast of Gratitude con-
ference, held at the Dodge House, Washington, D.C. [N.B. Bracketed
words have been added for clarity in the written word.] Part 1 of this Pearl
of Wisdom is published in this volume, no. 29. (1) I Cor. 15:52, 53. (2)
Silver cord, also known as the crystal cord. Eccles. 12:6, 7; Mark L.
Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Path of the Higher Self, vol-
ume one of the Climb the Highest Mountain series (Summit University
Press), pp. 233–38;Pearls ofWisdom (PoW), vol. 32, no. 35, pp. 499–500;
PoW, vol. 27, no. 56, p. 491. (3) On October 20, 1987, the messenger
Elizabeth Clare Prophet said that in the early golden ages of this planet
and other systems of worlds, the divine spark, the threefold flame, was
once “fully the height that we are [today]. . . . The flame was reduced
because of mankind’s misuse of the light, even the misqualification of
that light. You remember the words that are recorded in Genesis that
before the Flood, which was the sinking of Atlantis, people lived to be
900 years old. And after that the lifespan was reduced to threescore
and ten. Since our life depends upon the divine spark, so the reduction
in the divine spark resulted in the reduction of the crystal cord and the
lifespan.” Genesis 5:5 records that Adam lived 930 years; Seth lived 912
years (Gen. 5:8); Enoch lived 365 years until “he walked with God: and
he was not; for God took him” (Gen. 5:23, 24); Methuselah lived 969
years (Gen. 5:27); and Noah lived 950 years (Gen. 9:29). “Giants
roamed the earth” refers to the Nephilim. The Hebrew term Nephilim,
meaning “those who fell” or “those who were cast down,” is rendered in
the Greek Septuagint, a late translation of the Hebrew scriptures, as
“giants” (Gen. 6:4; Num. 13:33). See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Fallen
Angels and the Origins of Evil (Summit University Press), pp. 69–75. (4)
Juan Ponce de León (1460–1521) was a Spanish explorer who founded
the oldest settlement in Puerto Rico. On a quest for the mythical foun-
tain of perpetual youth, he later discovered Florida in 1513. (5) For
information about David Lloyd, see Pearl no. 8, this volume, p. 54, n. 2.
See also Godfré Ray King, Unveiled Mysteries (Chicago: Saint Germain
Press, 1939), pp. 235–41. (6) I Cor. 11:2–16. (7) Matt. 25:31–46. (8)
Follow the straight and narrow path. Isa. 40:3; Matt. 3:3; 7:13, 14;
Mark 1:2, 3; Luke 3:4; 13:23, 24; John 1:23; Heb. 12:12, 13. (9) John
5:25–27; I Thess. 4:16. (10) To open the continents of the air. The
“continents of the air” have been referred to by the masters and the mes-
sengers as a heavenly realm where the voices of angels and ascended
masters may be heard. Mark Prophet spoke of the continents of the air
in an invocation he gave in 1970: “O thou infinite voice of universal truth,
manifesting in our minds and hearts, open the doorway to the continents
of the air that we may hear that which man has not heard and be infil-
trated by thy loving fingers of light.” (11) Job 38:7. (12) Vision of John
the Beloved of the celestial city. Rev. 21:2, 3; 3:12; 21:9–27; 22:1–5.
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the mankind of this planetary body. This, then, becomes the
vision of Saint Augustine as “The City of God.”13

The beloved Goddess of Liberty, in her magnificent con-
cept, inspired upon Emma Lazarus the immortal lines: “Give
me your tired, your poor. . . . Send these, the homeless, tem-
pest-tost to me; I lift my lamp beside the golden door!”14 For
the golden door of the dawn of reason and justice and mercy
and freedom will come to all, and abide in all, and remain.

And all of the mountains of human oppression shall be
removed out of their places and cast into the sea,15 and the sea
shall be no more.16 And this is the wallowing of human emo-
tion that shall end. Sympathy shall be destroyed to become
compassion. And God’s boundaries shall be extended unto
the farthest individual from the portals of immortality, and
themeasure of aman shall be known as themeasure of God.17

And the teachers of light shall appear to delight themind
with the purity of divine reason. Understanding shall flow and
the currents of discord shall cease to vibrate, for all will come
clear in cosmic purity. Men shall receive the white stone in
which is recorded their new name,18 the name of their Being
(identified with the words “I AM”), which shall be a thing of
delight and beauty forever. And the glory of the LORD shall
wax hot and consume all the iniquities of men. Thus saith the
LORD. Thus speaketh the God of Freedom for the sake of
mankind and for the sake of the holy cause.

And now I say, as I part from you, the flaming awe of the
celestial hosts, as they bow to the great cosmic messengers of
light from the Great Central Sun, ought to also appear in your
consciousness. You ought not to imagine for a moment that
you are mortality. You ought to catch the vision and retain it
forever, as we do. This is the mirror of perfection. “Mirror,
mirror on the wall, who is fairest of them all?”19 Why, I AM!

Thank you.
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“I AM the Miracle of God”

In the name of the Light of God that never fails:
I AM the miracle of God!
I accept a miracle this day.
I demand a miracle in every level of the chakras of my being

and in the Five Secret Rays!
I demand the miracle Light of the Eternal Christos, the

Sacred Heart of Jesus, and the full power of the
Ascended Master John the Beloved:

Blaze forth your miracle Light! (3x) Burn through!
I call for Ascended Master Jesus Christ miracle of perfection

in my heart, in my third-eye, in my throat, in my crown,
in the solar-plexus, seat-of-the-soul, and base-of-the
spine chakras.

Blaze the Light of Alpha and Omega! (3x)
Whirl now the seven chakras! Spin them by the power of the

Seven Mighty Chohans of the Rays!
Blaze the Light of the Maha Chohan in the secret chamber

of my heart! (3x)
Lo, I AM God’s miracle this day!
I AM his miracle made manifest.
I AM his miracle consciousness in action.
I AM the blazing Light of the Great Central Sun miracle of

Life—perfecting and resurrecting all in me that is of
worth and of sacred fire and of nobility.

Blaze the Light through! (3x)
I AM God’s miracle this day. And I accept his miracle in me

as the fullness of that proof of the love of the Father
and the Son through the Mother and the Holy Spirit.

In the name of the miracle Great White Brotherhood, Amen.*
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*Invocation by the Messenger Elizabeth Clare Prophet, July 9, 1982, during Summit University’s
“John the Beloved Seminar on the Life and Teachings of Jesus Christ.” This decree is printed in
the decree book Prayers, Meditations and Dynamic Decrees for Personal and World Transforma-
tion, (#1778), p. 33, no. 1.21.

See also II Pet. 3:13. (13) Saint Augustine (A.D. 354–430), bishop of
Hippo (396–430), one of the Latin Fathers of the Church and a Doctor
of the Church, spent about 14 years writing The City of God—a 22-
volume philosophical treatise that outlines his vision of two societies,
that of the elect (“The City of God”) and that of the damned (“The City
of Man”). According to Augustine, the eternal city of God, the heavenly
Jerusalem, is the true home for all Christians. The perishing city of the
world is doomed to disorder and confusion. The City of God was one of
the most influential medieval works. (14) “Give me your tired, your poor,
/ Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, / The wretched refuse
of your teeming shore. / Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me,
/ I lift my lamp beside the golden door!” Emma Lazarus, “The New
Colossus” (1883). This God-inspired sonnet is engraved on a bronze
plaque and mounted on the inner wall of the pedestal of the Statue of
Liberty on Liberty Island, New York Harbor. (15) Mark 11:23. (16) Rev.
21:1. (17) Rev. 21:17. (18) Rev. 2:17. (19) The question “Mirror, mirror
on the wall, who is fairest of them all?” derives from Snow White, a
German fairy tale. Among the best known versions are the story Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs collected by the Brothers Grimm (1812)
and the Disney animated film SnowWhite and the Seven Dwarfs (1937).
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